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HYPERION RESEARCH OPINION 

Algorithms embodying mathematical models are the main intellectual capital and competitive weapons 

for advanced analytics in the commercial, academic, and government sectors—including the world's 

intelligence communities. Hyperion Research defines advanced analytics problems as those that need 

high performance computing (HPC) resources to run effectively. We call this global market high 

performance data analysis, or HPDA.  

The variety of existing algorithmic types/subtypes is at least as large as the variety of HPDA problem 

types/subtypes the algorithms were designed to address. The present study is, to our knowledge, the 

first effort to create a comprehensive taxonomy of HPDA problem types and the preferred algorithm(s) 

for addressing each type. The study goes beyond this to characterize each problem type (application), 

along with its hardware and software requirements, and to identify the important attributes of each 

algorithm type associated with the problem.  

With the secondary goal of functioning as a reference manual, the study presents this large collection of 

information in a series of Excel tables, with definitions provided for each row label (problem 

type/subtype) and column (problem attributes and hardware-software requirements). Hyperion believes 

that this layout will enable users to zero in on the data that is most relevant for addressing their own 

HPDA problems. An algorithm widely used for commercial fraud detection might, for example, have 

attributes closely matching those of a government problem that also involves analyzing faint signals. In 

that case, information about the commercial algorithm may be applicable to the government problem.  

This final step of having users identify the nearest-equivalent algorithm is needed because precise 

algorithm matches are rare in the young, immature HPDA market. Today, users tend to operate in their 

own unique contexts, creating HPDA solutions from scratch or modifying existing algorithms. Even the 

algorithmic taxonomy used in this study represents a consensus of expert opinions Hyperion gathered, 

rather than a pre-existing standard classification on which everyone agrees.  

One thing the experts surveyed for this study do agree 100 percent on is the value of smart algorithms. 

As a general rule, smart algorithms need less data/fewer iterations to home in on useful solutions, and 

less-clever algorithms require more data/iterations. A corollary proposition, however, is that the more 

brute force computing can be applied to a problem, the less clever the algorithm needs to be. Hyperion 

estimates that demand for skilled algorithm developers will grow by 25-30% by 2020 while the supply of 

qualified job candidates remains fairly constant. Hence, competition for skilled algorithm developers will 

increase and they will be able to command higher salaries than today. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study has created a comprehensive taxonomy of HPDA problem types and the preferred 

algorithm(s) for addressing each type of problem. The taxonomy also lays out the important attributes of 

each algorithm type associated with the problem (including hardware, software, and other requirements).  

Why is this important? Because algorithms embodying mathematical models are the main intellectual 

capital and competitive weaponry for advanced analytics in the commercial, academic, and government 

sectors. Hyperion defines advanced analytics problems as those that need high performance computing 

(HPC) resources to run effectively. We call this global market high performance data analysis, or HPDA.  

With the help of many well-known experts, this study created a notional taxonomy of HPDA algorithms 

and inserted them into a large matrix that pairs them with the applications users preferentially employ 

them for. The study report aims to serve users, especially non-HPC specialists, as a kind of reference 

manual for matching their problems to relevant algorithm attributes and types. 

Key Findings  

This section of the report describes key findings from the study: 

▪ The HPDA market is still formative. Advanced analytics methods were born in the HPC market—

primarily in intelligence communities and secondarily by Monte Carlo-wielding particle physicists 

and their close relatives, "quants," in the back offices of large investment banks. But the 

dissemination and extrapolation of these methods in government, academic, and commercial 

organizations have been ramping up only in the last 5-6 years. As a broader market, therefore, 

HPDA is still new and relatively immature. This helps to explain the greatly varying experience 

levels of users and the general lack of industry-standard metrics and approaches to HPDA 

problems.  

▪ There is no pre-existing, standard HPDA algorithm classification. Research Hyperion performed 

for this study confirmed the rationale for the study—the need to create an HPDA algorithm 

taxonomy where none has existed. The study is, in fact, a pioneering exercise that required 

Hyperion to consult with well-known HPDA experts in order to build a consensus algorithmic 

taxonomy. 

▪ There are nearly as many contexts for HPDA work as there are HPDA users. An important 

consequence of the lack of HPDA standards is that many users are operating on their own and 

presumably duplicating some of the efforts of other users. This do-it-yourself evolutionary stage 

is not unusual in a leading-edge technology market (cf., the evolution of the compute cluster). 

It's an exciting stage characterized by considerable experimentation and innovation, but it also 

means that organizations are often left to fend for themselves when it comes to understanding 

the lay of the land and creating solutions. Hyperion hopes that the present study will provide 

shortcuts for organizations' user communities. 

▪ Not all HPDA algorithms are equal. As noted earlier, smart algorithms typically need less 

data/fewer iterations to home in on useful solutions, and less-clever algorithms require more 

data/iterations. Hence, skilled algorithm developers are at a premium. They are also in short 

supply today and will likely be for some time to come—it's possible that there aren't enough 

people on Planet Earth with the right kind of brainpower and training to fill this need completely. 
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IN THIS STUDY 

Study Objectives 

The main objectives of this study were to: 

▪ Consult experts to develop a taxonomy matrix that matches advanced analytics (HPDA) 

application (problem) types with the algorithms users prefer to employ for addressing these 

applications. 

▪ Identify in detail the hardware-software requirements of the applications and the attributes of the 

algorithms that generate those requirements. 

▪ Present these findings in a report designed to be employed as a reference tool for HPDA users 

(especially non-HPC specialists) from the broad spectrum of application domains investigated 

in the study. The report should especially help users to zero in on the data that is most relevant 

for addressing their own HPDA problems—with the understanding that users will often need to 

take the final step of translating the findings into the specific contexts the users operate in.  

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

The starting point for constructing an HPDA algorithm matrix was the taxonomy of HPC domains and 

sub-domains Hyperion closely tracks on a worldwide basis—some from as early as the 1980s and others 

added 4-5 years ago as new trackable HPDA use cases emerged in the commercial sector (e.g., fraud 

detection, affinity marketing, and advanced business intelligence). This study report includes a list of the 

domains and sub-domains, with a definition for each. 

As with any first-of-its-kind study, our HPDA algorithm investigation next needed to map the uncharted 

landscape by consulting with users who are well-known experts in big data analytics that require HPC 

resources. Because there was no pre-existing, standard classification of HPDA algorithms (the purpose 

of the study was to create one), Hyperion asked each expert to submit a proposed taxonomy and then 

refereed an extended discussion among the experts to arrive at the consensus algorithmic taxonomy 

used in the study—i.e., a taxonomy that none of the experts objected to and that all said they could 

support. 

The next step was to create a survey instrument that reflected the many possibilities inherent in the 

study, by including hundreds of questions but subjecting each respondent only to the subset of questions 

relevant for that respondent's area of expertise. The solution, not surprisingly, was a survey instrument 

that led respondents through branching questions. A bio-sciences expert, for example, would first be 

asked questions common to all respondents, then a set of bio-sciences questions, and finally (if 

appropriate) a set of genomics questions. A product design expert would be taken down an entirely 

different branching path after completing the initial set of common questions. 

This methodology produced the exceptionally large collection of data that appears in the tables 

contained in this report.  
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Constructing a Comprehensive Survey Guide 

As mentioned in the prior section of this report, the broad scope of this effort—and the wide range of 

questions asked of the surveyed experts—required that a relatively complex flow chart for the survey 

questions be used to adequately address the major study issues, keep the response rate high, and avoid 

the high dropout rate that would almost surely have occurred if every respondent had been subjected to 

the entire question set. To accomplish this, the survey used a branching/looping mechanism to allow 

each expert to drill down into their particular area(s) of interest but in a manner that reduced the overall 

number of questions each expert was ultimately asked to answer.  

▪ The full survey consisted of 715 questions, but no individual expert ever saw the complete set. 

Depending on their willingness to provide answers and insights, each expert could choose to 

answer as few as 29 or as many as 55 questions.  

The specific flow chart for the survey was as follows:  

 

Survey Participant Demographics 

As can be seen in Figure 1, for the 73 surveyed experts’ responses to the question on what computing 

sources they used, there were a total of 146 responses (experts were allowed to check more than one 

answer for this question). The results were evenly split among the three options given: workstation, small 

clusters, and large clusters (33.6%, 33.6%, and 32.9% respectively).  
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FIGURE 1 

What type of computing resources do you use? (Check one or more) 

 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

When the 73 surveyed experts were asked what general area they represented (Figure 2), industry had 

the largest participation, representing 57.5% of all respondents, followed by academia (31.5%) and 

government (11%). 
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FIGURE 2 

What sector are you in? 

 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Table 1 confirms that there was survey participation across the targeted industry/research areas. The 

largest group was Other Research at 35.6%, followed by Bioscience, Economics/Financial, and 

Government Lab (15.1%, 13.7%, and 11.0%, respectively). Chemical Engineering and EDA / IT / ISV 

had the smallest representation and are also among the smallest segments in Hyperion's worldwide 

tracking of the HPC market.  

Table 1 

What is your primary industry/research area? 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Bio-Sciences 15.1% 11 

CAE: Product Design 5.5% 4 

Chemical Engineering 1.4% 1 

Commercial Analytics 8.2% 6 

Defense 2.7% 2 

Economics/ Financial 13.7% 10 

EDA / IT / ISV 2.7% 2 
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Table 1 

What is your primary industry/research area? 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Government Lab 11.0% 8 

Mechanical Design 2.7% 2 

Other Research 35.6% 26 

Weather/Climate 1.4% 1 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

As seen in Table 2, the expert response set covered the entire range of annual budgets under 

consideration, from less than $50,000 all the way to greater than $50 million. The largest group (23.3 %) 

fell into the $1 million-under $10 million range, followed by the largest budget sector considered, greater 

than $50 Million (13.7% of the respondents). More than 12% indicated that their annual HPC budgets 

were less than $100,000, hence small organizations were also represented. 

Table 2 

What is your company or organization's yearly budget for purchasing technical 

computing and/or HPC computers? Note: If you do not know for your overall 

company, just answer for your group/department 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

< $50,000 4.1% 3 

$50,000 - under $100,000 8.2% 6 

$100,000 - under $250,000 6.9% 5 

$250,000 - under $500,000 9.6% 7 

$500,000 - under $1 Million 8.2% 6 

$1 Million - under $10 Million 23.3% 17 

$10 Million - under $50 Million 12.3% 9 

> $50 Million 13.7% 10 

Don't know 13.7% 1 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 
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SURVEY RESULTS: GENERAL HPDA FINDINGS 

When asked which single factor plays the greatest role in accelerating research using their most critical 

application (Table 3), 44.3% of the experts surveyed indicated that a steady stream of better performing 

hardware and software provides the most benefit, followed by an evolving set of key algorithms or 

models well suited to their research agenda (35.7%). Advances in underlying theoretical, engineering, 

or related scientific understanding ran a distant third (cited by 18.6% of the respondents). 

Table 3 

Within your critical application, which area plays the greatest role in improving 

the pace of your research? (Choose only one) 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Advances in underlying theoretical, engineering, or related scientific 

understanding 

18.6% 13 

An evolving set of key algorithms or models well suited to your overall 

research agenda 

35.7% 25 

A steady stream of better performing hardware and software 44.3% 31 

Other 1.4% 1 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

As seen in Table 4, when asked which non-technical factors speed their research the most today, 

surveyed experts were closely split between additional funding (46.3% of respondents) and better 

staffing (40.3%)  

Table 4 

What non-technical factors have the most impact on your ability to speed your 

progress today? (Choose all that apply) 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Additional funding 46.3% 31 

Better staffing 40.3% 27 

Other 7.5% 5 

Don’t know 6.0% 4 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 
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Table 5 shows that when asked which single factor has the greatest potential to drive future advances, 

the experts heavily favored algorithms and models (selected by 50% of the respondents), followed by a 

relatively even split between theoretical, engineering, or scientific understanding (24.3%) and hardware 

and software (22.9%). This result implies that the respondents' existing algorithms (Table 4) are 

relatively satisfactory for now, but half of the respondents believe that the present state of these 

algorithms will not carry them forward adequately, hence the algorithms need to be improved.  

Table 5 

Where do you see the greatest potential for future advances? (Choose only one) 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Theoretical, engineering, or scientific understanding 24.3% 17 

Algorithms and models 50.0% 35 

Hardware and software 22.9% 16 

Other 2.9% 2 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

As can be seen in Table 6, when asked about the single non-technical factor that could most accelerate 

their progress in the future, almost half of the respondents, (49.3%) selected better funding. Better 

staffing was selected by about 40% of those surveyed. 

Table 6 

What non-technical factor has the most impact on your ability to speed your 

progress in the future? (Choose only one) 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Additional funding 49.3% 33 

Better staffing 40.3% 27 

Other 4.5% 3 

Don’t know 6.0% 4 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 
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When asked which single area most hampers their research (Table 7), experts had no clear preference. 

Relatively even numbers chose evolving hardware and software offerings not in sync with R&D 

requirements (35.7%), poorly understood underlying theory, physics, or related scientific method 

(30.0%), and ill-suited or poorly performing algorithms or models (27.1%) as the main culprit.   

Table 7 

Within your critical application, which area plays the greatest role in hampering 

your research? (Choose only one) 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Poorly understood underlying theory, physics, or related scientific method 30.0% 21 

Ill-suited or poorly performing algorithms or models 27.1% 19 

Evolving hardware and software offerings not in sync with R&D requirements 35.7% 25 

Other 7.1% 5 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

The preceding table (Table 7) indicated that today, algorithms and associated models are just one of 

three factors hampering research to a relatively equal extent. But when the respondents look toward the 

future (Table 8), algorithms and models stand out more clearly as the single most important research 

inhibitor for half of the respondents. This result confirms the findings shown in Table 5, where improved 

algorithms and models were named by half of the respondents as the single most important factor for 

accelerating their research in the future. 

Table 8 

Where do you see the greatest potential problem in the future? (Choose only 

one) 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Theoretical, engineering, or scientific understanding 18.6% 13 

Algorithms and models 50.0% 35 

Hardware and software 27.1% 19 

Other 4.3% 3 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 
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When asked how important HPC is to their overall R&D agendas (Table 9), the overwhelming majority—

more than 90% of those surveyed—said HPC is very (70.2%) or somewhat (20.9%) important. This result 

helps to clarify the difference between merely using HPC and rating its importance.  

Table 9 

How important is the use of high performance computing to your overall R&D 

agenda 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Very important 70.2% 47 

Somewhat important 20.9% 14 

Not very important 7.5% 5 

Do not need/use HPCs 1.5% 1 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Table 10 depicts how well suited the existing base of commercially offered computer hardware is to the 

respondents' current R&D needs. Nearly half of the respondents (45.7%) reported that their HPC 

hardware is only "somewhat well suited," and an additional 8.6% consider their existing hardware 

systems "not well suited" to their R&D agendas. Fewer than one in five respondents said their existing 

hardware base is very well suited to their R&D needs. 

Table 10 

How well suited is the existing base of commercially offered computer hardware 

to your current R&D needs? 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Very well suited 18.6% 13 

Somewhat well suited 45.7% 32 

Adequate 27.1% 19 

Not well suited 8.6% 6 

Very unsuited 0.0% 0 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 
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As seen in Table 11, when asked about how well suited the existing base of commercially offered 

computer software was to their current R&D needs, once again the most frequently chosen response 

was "somewhat well suited" (41.1%). Only 11.4% of the experts surveyed indicated that their HPC 

software is "very well suited" to their needs, and about one in nine thought the current base of software 

was "not well suited." None thought it was highly unsuited. 

Table 11 

How well suited is the existing base of available computer software to your 

current R&D needs? 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Very well suited 11.4% 8 

Somewhat well suited 41.4% 29 

Adequate 35.7% 25 

Not well suited 11.4% 8 

Highly unsuited 0.0% 0 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Next, respondents were asked which specific hardware or software gains could have the most impact 

on their ability to advance their R&D agendas. They were allowed up to three choices. A wide range of 

opinions emerged (Table 12). The leading choices were processor memory network capabilities, chosen 

by over 50% of those surveyed, followed by computational capabilities (47.5%), and storage capacity, 

bandwidth, and latency (41.4%). Selected least often were file system capabilities and compilers, each 

at 4.3%. 

Table 12 

What specific hardware or software gains could have the most impact on your 

ability to advance your R&D agenda (pick top 3)? 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Computational capabilities 47.1% 33 

GPUs, FPGA, accelerators, etc. 38.6% 27 

Memory systems 30.0% 21 

Processor/memory network capabilities 51.4% 36 
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Table 12 

What specific hardware or software gains could have the most impact on your 

ability to advance your R&D agenda (pick top 3)? 

Answer Percent of Sample Responses 

Overall system network capabilities 21.4% 15 

Storage capacity, bandwidth, and latency 41.4% 29 

Compilers 4.3% 3 

Software development tools 21.4% 15 

Applications software 22.9% 16 

File system capabilities 4.3% 3 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Tables 13 and 14 split out the data found in Table 10 (suitability of the sites' existing hardware) and 

Table 11 (software suitability), respectively, by application domains. Though the response numbers are 

small in many cases when the data is split out this far, still the basic patterns emerge.  In bio-sciences, 

for example, 8 of 11 respondents (72.7%) consider today's commercially available HPC hardware to be 

very or somewhat well suited to their needs (Table 13), whereas 2 of 2 defense respondents described 

today's hardware offerings as only adequate or not well suited. Similar patterns emerged in Table 14 

(software). 

Table 13 

How well suited is the existing base of commercially offered computer 

hardware to your current R&D needs? 

 Very well 

suited 

Somewhat well 

suited 

Adequate Not well 

suited 

Very 

unsuited 

Bio-Sciences 1 7 3 0 0 

CAE: Product Design 1 1 2 0 0 

Chemical Engineering 0 1 0 0 0 

Commercial Analytics 1 2 0 1 0 

Defense 0 0 1 1 0 
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Table 13 

How well suited is the existing base of commercially offered computer 

hardware to your current R&D needs? 

 Very well 

suited 

Somewhat well 

suited 

Adequate Not well 

suited 

Very 

unsuited 

Economics/ Financial 1 5 2 1 0 

EDA / IT / ISV 1 0 0 1 0 

Government Lab 1 3 3 1 0 

Mechanical Design 0 1 1 0 0 

Other Research 6 12 7 1 0 

Weather/Climate 1 0 0 0 0 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 14 

How well suited is the existing base of available computer software to your 

current R&D needs? 

 Very well 

suited 

Somewhat well 

suited 

Adequate Not well 

suited 

Highly 

unsuited 

Bio-Sciences 0 6 5 0 0 

CAE: Product Design 3 1 0 0 0 

Chemical Engineering 0 1 0 0 0 

Commercial Analytics 2 1 1 0 0 

Defense 0 0 0 2 0 
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Table 14 

How well suited is the existing base of available computer software to your 

current R&D needs? 

 Very well 

suited 

Somewhat well 

suited 

Adequate Not well 

suited 

Highly 

unsuited 

Economics/ Financial 1 5 2 1 0 

EDA / IT / ISV 1 1 0 0 0 

Government Lab 0 2 5 1 0 

Mechanical Design 0 1 1 0 0 

Other Research 1 10 11 4 0 

Weather/Climate 0 1 0 0 0 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Tables 15.A and 15.B split out by application segment the data collected on hardware or software gains 

that could have the most impact on respondents' ability to advance their R&D agendas. Table 15.A 

covers part of the range of hardware/software attributes (column headings) and Table 15.B covers the 

rest of this range—Hyperion split the original single table containing all of the columns in order to display 

the data in readable form within a Word document. Hence, anyone interested in the bio-sciences should 

look across the "Bio-Sciences" row in both tables to get the complete picture.  

What emerges in these tables, albeit with unavoidable sparse representation in some application 

domains, is a fairly detailed snapshot of the most important future HPC hardware and software advances 

desired by each domain. Furthermore, by looking at these preferences alongside the algorithm attributes 

in the same domains, as shown in separate tables in this report, it is possible to get an even truer picture 

of the hardware and software requirements needed to support the domain's preferred algorithm types. 
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Table 15.A 

What specific hardware or software gains could have the most impact on your 

ability to advance your R&D agenda (pick top 3)? 

 Computational 

capabilities 

GPUs, FPGA, 

accelerators, 

etc. 

Memory 

systems 

Processor/ 

memory 

network 

capabilities 

Overall system 

network 

capabilities 

Bio-Sciences 4 4 3 4 2 

CAE: Product Design 1 1 1 1 1 

Chemical Engineering 1 0 0 1 1 

Commercial Analytics 2 1 0 2 2 

Defense 1 1 1 1 0 

Economics/ Financial 5 5 1 6 1 

EDA / IT / ISV 0 0 1 2 1 

Government Lab 0 5 3 3 2 

Mechanical Design 1 0 2 0 1 

Other Research 17 9 8 16 4 

Weather/Climate 1 1 1 0 0 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 
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Table 15.B 

What specific hardware or software gains could have the most impact on your 

ability to advance your R&D agenda (pick top 3)? 

 Storage capacity, 

bandwidth, and 

latency 

Compilers Software 

development 

tools 

Applications 

software 

File system 

capabilities 

Bio-Sciences 5 1 2 3 0 

CAE: Product Design 2 0 2 1 0 

Chemical Engineering 0 0 0 0 0 

Commercial Analytics 2 0 1 1 1 

Defense 1 0 0 0 0 

Economics/ Financial 3 1 2 3 0 

EDA / IT / ISV 2 0 0 0 0 

Government Lab 4 0 2 4 1 

Mechanical Design 1 0 0 1 0 

Other Research 9 1 6 3 1 

Weather/Climate 0 0 0 0 0 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

KEY APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS 

Top Data-intensive Computing Requirements  

Table 16 summarizes the survey respondents' stated requirements for their data-intensive (HPDA) 

applications—the key workload/workflow attributes that a hardware-software system (including 

algorithms) needs to address ably. The most frequently cited requirement was time to reach an answer 

in a production environment. This was cited by one in three respondents (32%), more than twice the 

percentage for any other option.  

▪ Time to develop a working prototype was cited by only one in seven (14%) respondents. This 

implies that although the experts believe that getting a software prototype to work quickly is 

central to their research, the ability to use it in a production environment is far more important.  
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▪ Other application requirement choices frequently chosen included Complexity, Structured/ 

Unstructured Data, and Static/Dynamic Data Sets. 

▪ Mobility and Fit with External Inputs/ Output Devices were not chosen by any experts, implying 

that the most important algorithms will continue to be run in traditional data centers with little 

real-time reach to the outside world.  

Table 16 

Application Requirements Summary 

Requirement Times Chosen Percent Chosen 

Time to Answer in Production Setting 23 32% 

Complexity 10 14% 

Structured/ Unstructured Data 10 14% 

Static/Dynamic Data Sets 8 11% 

Time to Working Prototype 7 10% 

Ease of Use for Novices 5 7% 

Ease of Use for Experts 4 6% 

Batch/Streaming Access 3 4% 

Security 2 3% 

Mobility 0 0% 

Fit with External Inputs/ Output Devices 0 0% 

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

THE APPLICATIONS MATRIX TABLES  

Definitions 

For this study, Hyperion employed the definitions we regularly use to track the markets for HPC 

application domains and sub-domains. These definitions correspond to the labels of the rows and 

columns of the tables presented in this report. Additional definitions are provided later in the report, in 

conjunction with the tables they apply to. 

Definitions of the Row Labels for the Tables 

BIO-SCIENCES: This workload centers on applications such as genomics, proteomics, pharmaceutical 

research, bioinformatics, drug discovery, bio-analytic portals, ASP-type service providers, and 

agricultural research. Computational techniques include database searching and management, 
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molecular modeling, and computational chemistry. These workloads appear in commercial, academic, 

and institutional research environments. Systems that are specifically targeted for these workloads 

should be included; systems purchased for more general scientific and R&D environments should be 

counted in the university and academic, national laboratory and research center, or national defense 

segments. 

▪ Genomics: a branch of biotechnology concerned with applying the techniques of genetics and 

molecular biology to the mapping and DNA sequencing of sets of genes or the complete 

genomes of selected organisms, with organizing the results in databases, and with applications 

of the data (as in medicine or biology). HPC clusters are often used to process the results of 

purpose-built gene sequencing machines. 

▪ Proteomics: a branch of biotechnology concerned with applying the techniques of molecular 

biology, biochemistry, and genetics to analyzing the structure, function, and interactions of the 

proteins produced by the genes of a particular cell, tissue, or organism, with organizing the 

information in databases, and with applications of the data. HPC systems are often used to 

process the associated large data sets. 

▪ Drug Discovery: In the fields of medicine, biotechnology and pharmacology, drug discovery is 

the process by which new candidate medications are discovered. Historically, drugs were 

discovered through identifying the active ingredient from traditional remedies or by serendipitous 

discovery. HPC systems are used to quickly test large numbers (often millions) of drug 

candidates (small molecules) for lock-and-key fit with disease agents.  

▪ Bioinformatics: the application of computer technology to the management of biological 

information. Computers are used to gather, store, analyze and integrate biological and genetic 

information which can then be applied to gene-based drug discovery and development. 

▪ Agricultural Research: the application of computer technology to the science of optimizing 

agricultural production and quality.  

▪ Epidemiology/Public Health. Epidemiology is the study of the etiology and spread of disease 

outbreaks that affect, or threaten to affect, large segments of a population. Public health is a 

general term for the study of phenomena that affect the health of a human population. 

▪ Precision Medicine: a medical model based on customizing healthcare, with medical decisions, 

practices, and products tailored to the individual patient rather than on a set of standardized 

procedures applicable to all patients. HPC is helping to lead the way toward precision medicine, 

especially through DNA sequencing and acting as a decision-support tool for physicians and 

other providers. 

CAE: PRODUCT DESIGN: This workload centers on applications such as finite element modeling and 

analysis, mechanical computer-aided engineering (CAE), civil engineering, structural analysis, 

computation fluid dynamics (CFD), crash, NVH, and solid modeling. Like CAD applications, these CAE 

tasks are used to design automobiles, aircraft, running shoes, ski equipment, sail boards, beer bottles, 

and other everyday items. Workloads include those tasks generally accomplished by engineers, not 

drafters. 

▪ Structural Analysis: the determination of the effects of loads on physical structures and their 

components. Structures subject to this type of analysis include all that must withstand loads, 

such as buildings, bridges, vehicles, machinery, furniture, attire, soil strata, prostheses and 

biological tissue. 

▪ Fluid-Structure Analysis: the determination of the combined effects of loads and the fluid flows 

(air, water, etc.) on physical structures and their components. 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/proteins
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▪ Noise, Vibration, Harshness: the study and modification of the noise and vibration 

characteristics of vehicles, particularly cars and trucks. While noise and vibration can be readily 

measured, harshness is a subjective quality, and is measured either via "jury" evaluations, or 

with analytical tools that can provide results reflecting human subjective impressions. 

▪ Crashworthiness: the ability of a structure to protect its occupants during an impact. This is 

commonly tested when investigating the safety of aircraft and vehicles. 

▪ Environmental Friendliness: a term that refers to goods and services, laws, guidelines and 

policies that inflict reduced, minimal, or no harm upon ecosystems or the environment. HPC 

systems are routinely used to improve the environmental friendliness of vehicle designs. 

▪ Materials Science: the scientific study of the properties and applications of existing and new 

materials of construction or manufacture (as ceramics, metals, polymers, and composites). 

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING: This workload centers on applications such as molecular modeling, 

computational chemistry, process design, and chemical analysis. It includes all chemistry applications 

that are not directly related to biosciences research and development. These workloads appear in 

commercial, academic, and institutional research environments. 

▪ Molecular Modeling: a technique for deriving, representing and manipulating the structures and 

reactions of molecules, and those properties that are dependent on these three dimensional 

structures. 

COMMERCIAL ANALYTICS: This category includes analytics workloads that are too complex and too time-

critical for enterprise servers to handle effectively, forcing the commercial firms to add HPC servers to 

their enterprise data centers.  

▪ Fraud and Anomaly Detection: This "horizontal" workload segment centers around identifying 

harmful or potentially harmful patterns and causes using graph analysis, semantic analysis, or 

other high-performance analytics techniques. The patterns may point to fraud, which is the 

deceptive exploitation or annotation of data for wrongful or illegal personal gain, or they may 

point to cybersecurity crime or insider threats, significant errors, or other anomalies that may 

deserve further investigation. 

▪ Affinity Marketing: This segment covers the use of HPDA to promote products or services, 

typically using complex algorithms to discern potential customers' demographics, buying 

preferences and habits. 

▪ Business Intelligence: This workload segment uses HPDA to identify opportunities to advance 

the market position and competitiveness of businesses, by better understanding themselves, 

their competitors, and the evolving dynamics of the markets they participate in. 

▪ Revenue Protection: This use case focuses on preventing or minimizing the loss of business 

revenue to fraud, theft and other causes. 

▪ Complex Pricing: This refers to the use of HPC to price products or services where the need to 

consider multiple complicated variables makes pricing very data-intensive.  

DEFENSE: This workload centers around applications such as surveillance and signal processing; 

encryption; command, control, communications, and intelligence (C3I); geospatial image management 

and analysis; defense research; weapons design; and other national security applications. In addition, 

we believe that national security organizations are fielding applications that work to identify and track 

potential security threats through database-oriented pattern-matching applications. Although these 

applications may not always be numerically intensive, they will be developed and used by organizations 
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that are firmly rooted in technical computing markets. In addition, we believe that these applications will 

be run in conjunction with traditional security applications such as cryptography and image analysis. 

▪ Surveillance/Signal Processing: Surveillance is the close observation and tracking of the 

behavior of suspect individuals or groups. Signal processing is an enabling technology that 

encompasses the fundamental theory, applications, algorithms, and implementations of 

processing or transferring information contained in many different physical, symbolic, or abstract 

formats broadly designated as signals. 

▪ Encryption: The process of encoding a message so that it can be read only by the sender and 

the intended recipient. Decryption is the process of reading the message by applying the secret 

code.  

▪ Communications Intelligence: information gathered from the communications of individuals, 

including telephone conversations, text messages, and various types of online interactions. 

▪ Anti-Terrorism: activity aimed at identifying and counteracting sources of manifest or potential 

terrorism.  

ECONOMICS/FINANCIAL: This workload centers on applications such as econometric modeling, 

portfolio management, stock market and economic forecasting, and financial analysis. The segment 

includes both trader and computationally intensive non-trader tasks. In this case, we placed this 

workload in technical computing because of the numerically intensive applications of most applications 

and their association with economic modeling and simulation-based research. 

▪ Portfolio Optimization: the process of choosing the proportions of various assets to be held in a portfolio, 

in such a way as to make the portfolio better than any other according to some criterion. The criterion will 

combine, directly or indirectly, considerations of the expected value of the portfolio's rate of return as well 

as of the return's dispersion and possibly other measures of financial risk. 

▪ Pricing Exotic Instruments: a derivative that is more complex than commonly traded "vanilla" 

products. This complexity usually relates to determination of payoff.] The category may also 

include derivatives with a non-standard subject matter (i.e., underlying), developed for a 

particular client or a particular market. 

▪ Global Risk Management: management of the worldwide financial risk incurred at any point in 

time by a company that trades stock, bonds or other financial instruments, based on calculating 

the aggregate risk incurred by all of the firm's traders.  

▪ High Frequency Trading: refers to computerized trading of financial instruments using 

proprietary algorithms. 

GOVERNMENT LAB: This workload centers on government-funded research and development 

institutions. These organizations are generally funded at a national or multinational level and may 

combine both purely scientific research with research in areas of national priority (e.g., cancer research) 

and/or research for defense-related programs. These users are less bound by strict economic 

constraints than those performing applications in product development environments. These centers 

don't normally offer degree programs for students. 

▪ Scientific Research: pursuing advances in fields of science – this is the main activity of most 

government labs. 

▪ Industrial Partnering: refers to collaborations between government labs and private sector HPC 

vendors or users. 

▪ Law Enforcement: refers to the use of HPC resources to carry out or support law enforcement. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asset
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portfolio_(finance)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expected_value
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rate_of_return
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_dispersion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_risk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exotic_derivative#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Underlying
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MECHANICAL DESIGN: This workload centers on applications such as finite element modeling and 

analysis, mechanical computer-aided engineering (CAE), civil engineering, structural analysis, 

computation fluid dynamics (CFD), crash, NVH, and solid modeling. Like CAD applications, these CAE 

tasks are used to design automobiles, aircraft, running shoes, ski equipment, sail boards, beer bottles, 

and other everyday items. Workloads include those tasks generally accomplished by engineers, not 

drafters. 

▪ 3D Wireframe: concerns the analysis of an edge or skeletal representation of a real-world object. 

3D wireframe models consist of points, lines, arcs, circle, and other curves that define the edges 

or center lines of objects. 

WEATHER/CLIMATE: This workload centers on applications such as atmospheric modeling, 

meteorology, weather forecasting, and climate modeling. This segment includes systems dedicated to 

these tasks primarily in the government and defense segments. 

▪ Climate Research: the use of HPC to study the dynamics and effects of past and ongoing climate 

change, and to predict future change. 

 

Definitions of the Column Labels for the Tables  

MARKET SEGMENT: specifies the vertical or application segment to which row data refers (e.g., bio-

sciences), along with one or more use cases (e.g., genomics, proteomics). Market segments are defined 

the preceding section ("Row Labels"). 

ALGORITHM CATEGORIES: the general category or categories for the algorithm type(s) that are most 

important for the use case in question.  

▪ Hyperion specified the categories based on discussions for this study with algorithm experts 

representing a broad range of HPC-supported government, academic, and 

industrial/commercial domains. 

▪ In cases where more than one algorithm category is listed for a use case (e.g., genomics), the 

category listed first is the most important one, and the category listed second is next in 

importance. 

TOP ALGORITHM TYPES: the specific algorithm type(s) that are most important for the use case in 

question.  

▪ Hyperion specified the algorithm types based on discussions for this study with algorithm experts 

representing a broad range of HPC-supported government, academic, and 

industrial/commercial domains. 

▪ In cases where more than one algorithm type is listed for a use case (e.g., genomics), the type 

listed first is the most important one, the type listed second is next in importance, and so on. 

HARDWARE ATTRIBUTES: TOP 3 (SYSTEM LEVEL): specifies the most important hardware system 

requirements for the use case in question. Where more than one requirement is listed, the requirement 

listed first is the most important, the requirement listed second is next in importance, and so on. 

IDEAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE: specifies the platform preferred by most survey respondents for 

supporting the use case in question. (Some use cases require only a desktop computer, for example.) 
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PREFERRED ACCELERATORS: shows which types of accelerators / coprocessors most respondents 

prefer for the use case in question (GPGPU, Intel Xeon Phi, FPGA, etc.). 

MAIN CODE SOURCES: displays the key sources for application codes preferred for the case in question. 

Where more than one sources is listed, the source listed first is the most important, the source listed 

second is next in importance, and so on. 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS (ALL): the programming/software environment(s) preferred 

by survey respondents for the use case in question. Where more than one environment is listed, the 

environment listed first is the most important, the environment listed second is next in importance, and 

so on. 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT (SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT): the single most important 

programming/software environment preferred by survey respondents for the use case in question. 

SYSTEM SIZES: the computer system size(s) preferred by the survey respondents to support the use 

case in question. Where more than one size is listed, the size listed first is the most popular, the size 

listed second is next in popularity and so on. 

STORAGE ARCHITECTURES: shows whether respondents favored file-based or object-based storage (or 

both) for the use case in question. Where more than one storage architecture is listed, the one listed first 

is more popular. 

TOP APPLICATION NEEDS: shows the main requirements associated with applications development and 

use for the use case in question. Where more than one need is listed, the need listed first is the most 

important, the need listed second is next in importance, and so on. 

 

FINDINGS: SOFTWARE -- ALGORITHMS, APPLICATIONS, AND SYSTEMS 

HPDA Applications Requirements by Market Segment and Use Case 

Extending over multiple pages of this report, Table 17 displays the most important requirements of the 

key applications in each HPDA market segment and use case. (Definitions of the market segments and 

use cases appear in the preceding section of this report.)  

▪ In all cases, the requirements were selected by survey respondents who are experts in the 

application domain in question.  

▪ For example, genomics experts selected the most important requirements for genomics 

applications: time to reach an answer in a production setting, and the use of structured and 

unstructured data.  

We asked survey respondents to name only the most important requirements for applications in their 

areas of expertise—the requirements that are most characteristic of their codes. Hyperion assumes that 

other, less important requirements also exist for these applications. 

Note: the percentages are for those that responded to the question topic.  

Note: the shading is based on a scale, where the darkest shading is the most important (over 30% of 

the respondents), the moderate shading is next most important (11% to 30% of the respondents), and 
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the light shading represents 10% or fewer of the respondents. The white (or blank) cells are where no 

one felt it was a top issue.  

As can be seen in Table17, when experts were asked about the most important requirements for their 

respective applications, a few clear choices emerged: the time needed to reach an answer in a 

production environment, and the ability to effectively manage both structured and unstructured data. 

▪ It is interesting to note that some categories (when considered across the entire base of all their 

subcategories) included a wide range of application requirements. For example, Biosciences, 

Commercial Analytics, Economics/Financial, and Government Lab applications requirements 

were generally well distributed across the entire spectrum of potential choices.  

▪ Moreover, there were some similarities of application requirements within subcategories of 

different major categories, such as Genomics in Biosciences, which presented the same set of 

requirements found in two Government Lab subcategories: scientific research and industrial 

partnering.  

▪ Other categories, most notably Chemical Engineering and Mechanical Design, limited their 

requirements to only a few areas. 

▪ Law enforcement and anti-terrorism presented unique sets of application requirements seen 

nowhere else in the responses. 

▪ Although it is no surprise that the Defense sector counted security as a critical application 

requirement, other than the Economics/Financial sector, this choice was generally not selected 

by other experts.  

Table 17 
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BIO-SCIENCES          

Genomics 14% 7% 7% 14% 36% 14%   7% 

Proteomics   20%  40% 20% 20%   

Drug Discovery  17%  33% 17% 17% 17%   

Bioinformatics  31% 31% 8% 15%   8% 8% 

Agricultural Research   100%       

Epidemiology/Public 

Health 

33%  33%  33%     

Precision Medicine   38% 13% 13% 13%  13% 13% 

CAE: PRODUCT 

DESIGN 

         

Structural Analysis 13%   25% 13% 13% 13% 25%  
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MATRIX: Applications Requirements 
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Fluid-Structure 

Analysis 

         

Noise, Vibration, 

Harshness 

       100%  

Crashworthiness 40%  20% 20% 20%     

Environmental 

Friendliness 

   50% 50%     

Materials Science 33%  33%  33%     

CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING 

         

Molecular Modeling   100%       

COMMERCIAL 

ANALYTICS 

         

Fraud/Anomaly 

Detection 

40% 20% 40%       

Affinity Marketing   33% 33%    33%  

Business Intelligence  18% 9%  9% 18% 27%  18% 

Revenue Protection 33%  17%  17% 17% 17%   

Complex Pricing 17%  17%  33%  17% 17%  

DEFENSE          

Surveillance/Signal 

Processing 

29%  14% 14%  14%   29% 

Encryption 33%  33%      33% 

Communications & 

Intelligence 

40%  20%   20%   20% 

Anti-Terrorism  33%  33% 33%     

ECONOMICS/FINANC

IAL 

         

Portfolio Optimization 5% 10% 25% 15% 5% 5% 5% 10% 20% 

Pricing Exotic 

Instruments 

33%   17%  17% 17% 17%  

Global Risk 

Management 

15%  25% 5% 15% 15% 15% 10%  

High Frequency 

Trading 

13%  25%  13% 13%  25% 13% 

GOVERNMENT LAB          

Scientific Research 21% 19% 18% 4% 12% 7% 4% 12% 4% 

Industrial Partnering 12% 24% 20%  16% 4% 12% 12%  
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Law Enforcement    33% 33%  33%   

MECHANICAL 

DESIGN 

         

3D Wireframe 33% 33% 33%       

WEATHER/CLIMATE          

Climate Research  33% 33%   33%    

Source: Hyperion, 2016 

 

Table 18 is a summarized version of Table 17 and collapses the subcategories in each domain into a 

single line representing all responses for that domain. For example, the Bio-Sciences row in Table 18 

shows a figure of 6% under the first column, Complexity. This means that 6% of all responses (not 

respondents) to bio-sciences questions named Complexity as an application requirement. In contrast, 

24% of the Bio-Sciences responses named Structured/Unstructured Data as an application requirement. 

This indicates that the ability to deal with Structured/Unstructured Data (24% of responses) is 

substantially more important in the Bio-Sciences than the ability to deal with Complexity (6% of 

responses), according to surveyed experts in that domain. While these comparisons should not be taken 

as a precise metric—precise metrics are likely unfeasible today—they should nevertheless be useful for 

assigning relative importance to the requirements. In addition: 

▪ Looking at all of the applications as a group, the most frequently cited requirement was "time to 

answer in a production setting."  

▪ The major categories show a wide range of application requirements and, perhaps more 

important, do not present any clear evidence that any single category or group of major 

categories possesses a unique set of application requirements. Each application domain shares 

some requirements with one or more of the other application domains. 

▪ Put another way, when aggregated at the level of major categories, the collective requirements 

of our experts are relatively comprehensive and widely distributed across the range of options 

presented. It is only when examined at the sub category level that major differences in 

application requirements emerge more clearly. 

▪ A few notable outliers (Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Design, and Weather/ Climate) 

maintained their distinct set of application requirements due the fact that each of these 

categories only had a single subcategory.  
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Table 18 

MATRIX: SHORT VERSION -- Applications Requirements 
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BIO-SCIENCES 6% 12% 22% 12% 24% 10% 4% 4% 6% 

CAE: PRODUCT 

DESIGN 

21%  11% 21% 21% 5% 5% 16%  

CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING 

  100%       

COMMERCIAL 

ANALYTICS 

16% 10% 19% 3% 13% 10% 16% 6% 6% 

DEFENSE 33%  20% 7%  13%   27% 

ECONOMICS/ 

FINANCIAL 

13% 4% 22% 9% 9% 11% 9% 13% 9% 

GOVERNMENT 

LAB 

18% 20% 18% 4% 14% 6% 7% 12% 2% 

MECHANICAL 

DESIGN 

33% 33% 33%       

WEATHER/ 

CLIMATE 

 33% 33%   33%    

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

HPDA Algorithm Requirement for Data Ingestion  

As Table 19 shows, when asked about important data ingestion requirements, the surveyed experts 

were generally spilt between two major preferences: 40% of those surveyed within each subcategory 

selected a single data ingestion requirement (four chose data fusion and six named data integration), 

while the remaining 60% of those having data ingestion requirements split their choices across two or 

even three options. 

▪ Data integration was selected as a data ingestion requirement by fully 60% of all experts 

surveyed, albeit with varying degree of emphasis (from a high of 100% in nine different 

subcategories to a low of 30% in one subcategory). 
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▪ No expert cited data reduction as their sole critical data ingestion requirement. Although data 

reduction was seen as a critical ingestion requirement within six of the 24 categories, the 

emphasis ranged only from a high of 50% to a low of 17%.  

▪ U.S. Government scientific research and Commercial Analytics for affinity marketing and 

business intelligence were the only categories that cited requirements for all three data ingestion 

options.  

Table 19 

MATRIX: Algorithms / Data Ingestion Requirements 

Application Area Data Fusion Data Reduction Data Integration 

BIO-SCIENCES    

Genomics    

Proteomics 100%   

Drug Discovery   100% 

Bioinformatics   100% 

Agricultural Research    

Epidemiology/Public 

Health 

 50% 50% 

Precision Medicine   100% 

CAE: PRODUCT 

DESIGN 

   

Structural Analysis    

Fluid-Structure 

Analysis 

   

Noise, Vibration, 

Harshness 

   

Crashworthiness    

Environmental 

Friendliness 

   

Materials Science   100% 

CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING 

   

Molecular Modeling    

COMMERCIAL 

ANALYTICS 

   

Fraud/Anomaly 

Detection 

50%  50% 

Affinity Marketing 50% 50%  

Business Intelligence 33% 17% 50% 

Revenue Protection 100%   

Complex Pricing 100%   

DEFENSE    

Surveillance/Signal 

Processing 

  100% 
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Table 19 

MATRIX: Algorithms / Data Ingestion Requirements 

Application Area Data Fusion Data Reduction Data Integration 

Encryption   100% 

Communications & 

Intelligence 

   

Anti-Terrorism    

ECONOMICS/FINANC

IAL 

   

Portfolio Optimization    

Pricing Exotic 

Instruments 

100%   

Global Risk 

Management 

 20% 80% 

High Frequency 

Trading 

  100% 

GOVERNMENT LAB    

Scientific Research 30% 40% 30% 

Industrial Partnering  50% 50% 

Law Enforcement   100% 

MECHANICAL 

DESIGN 

   

3D Wireframe   100% 

WEATHER/CLIMATE    

Climate Research 100%   

Source: Hyperion, 2016 

 

Table 20 is a summarized version of Table 19 and collapses the sub-segments (e.g., Genomics, 

Proteomics) into single rows representing the larger application domains (e.g., Bio-Sciences). In this 

collapsed view, the experts’ preferences for data integration become clear. In five of the nine main 

categories, data integration was considered a critical (more than 75% of responses) data ingestion 

requirement, and three categories considered it their only (100% of responses) important data ingestion 

requirement.  

▪ Commercial analytics stands out as the category most interested in data fusion requirements 

and least interested in data integration for those category experts expressing an interest in both.  

▪ In what is an emerging trend in this study, Government labs continue to express some of the 

broadest and most diverse requirements. 

▪ At this level of aggregation, the data ingestion requirements of Bio-Sciences and 

Economies/Financial categories are quite similar. 
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Table 20 

MATRIX: SHORT VERSION -- Algorithms / Data Ingestion Requirements 

Vertical Data Fusion Data Reduction Data Integration 

BIO-SCIENCES 11% 11% 78% 

CAE: PRODUCT 

DESIGN 

  100% 

CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING 

   

COMMERCIAL 

ANALYTICS 

54% 15% 31% 

DEFENSE   100% 

ECONOMICS/ 

FINANCIAL 

13% 13% 75% 

GOVERNMENT LAB 18% 41% 41% 

MECHANICAL 

DESIGN 

  100% 

WEATHER/ CLIMATE 100%   

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

HPDA Algorithm Requirements for Analytics: Machine Learning 

Definitions for Machine Learning Tables 

Definitions for the machine learning column labels in Table 21 are as follows: 

▪ Unsupervised: in this form of machine learning, the computer is given the objective, trained in 

the rules for reaching the objective, and then turned loose on its own to pursue the objective 

without human help. 

▪ Semi-supervised: here the computer is given the objective, trained in the rules for reaching the 

objective, and then turned loose on its own to pursue the objective, but with human intervention 

when needed. 

▪ Supervised: in this mode the computer is given the objective, trained in the rules for reaching 

the objective, and continuously monitored and, when needed, guided by a human to pursue the 

objective. 

▪ Reinforcement Learning: in this mode of machine learning, conceptually based on behavioral 

science, the computer is trained to take the best actions for maximizing performance.  
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▪ Pattern Recognition: in this very general mode of machine learning, the computer is trained to 

identify new visual patterns (e.g., images, human faces, or alphabetical characters) or sounds 

(e.g., natural language) based on the similarity to images or sounds with which the computer 

has been made familiar. 

As can be seen in Table 21, every potential choice for machine learning requirements was selected by 

at least someone, although there was little commonality among the various categories. Not surprisingly, 

the most frequently cited machine learning algorithm requirements were for the most common forms of 

machine learning today, Supervised Learning and Pattern Recognition (in many cases, Supervised 

Learning involves Pattern Recognition). The table shows, however, that more advanced forms of 

machine learning—Semi-Supervised and Unsupervised Learning—are starting to be used in some 

domains. 

▪ The Bio-Sciences categories clearly had requirements for Pattern Recognition, as did some of 

the Economic/ Financial categories.  

▪ Government labs continue to express one of the broadest and most diverse ranges of 

requirements, and this was the only category that expressed requirements in all of the options 

provided.  

▪ In general, most subcategories relied exclusively on a single option. For example, precision 

medicine, structural analysis, and material science all cited requirements for Semi-Supervised 

Learning.  

Table 21 

Algorithms/Analytics Requirements: Machine Learning 

Application Area Unsupervised Semi- 

Supervised 

Supervised Reinforcement 

Learning 

Pattern 

Recognition 

BIO-SCIENCES      

Genomics   25% 25% 50% 

Proteomics     100% 

Drug Discovery     100% 

Bioinformatics     100% 

Agricultural Research     100% 

Epidemiology/Public Health      

Precision Medicine  100%    

CAE: PRODUCT DESIGN      

Structural Analysis  100%    

Fluid-Structure Analysis      

Noise, Vibration, Harshness      

Crashworthiness   100%   

Environmental Friendliness      
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Table 21 

Algorithms/Analytics Requirements: Machine Learning 

Application Area Unsupervised Semi- 

Supervised 

Supervised Reinforcement 

Learning 

Pattern 

Recognition 

Materials Science  100%    

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING      

Molecular Modeling      

COMMERCIAL ANALYTICS      

Fraud/Anomaly Detection    50% 50% 

Affinity Marketing      

Business Intelligence      

Revenue Protection 100%     

Complex Pricing      

DEFENSE      

Surveillance/Signal Processing      

Encryption      

Communications & Intelligence      

Anti-Terrorism      

ECONOMICS/FINANCIAL      

Portfolio Optimization 40%    60% 

Pricing Exotic Instruments      

Global Risk Management 25% 25%   50% 

High Frequency Trading     100% 

GOVERNMENT LAB      

Scientific Research 33% 17% 28% 6% 17% 

Industrial Partnering 20% 40% 20%  20% 

Law Enforcement      

MECHANICAL DESIGN      

3D Wireframe      

WEATHER/CLIMATE      

Climate Research      

Source: Hyperion, 2016 
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Table 22 is a summarized version of Table 21. The experts’ choices show that the categories of Bio-

Sciences and Government labs have the most diverse requirements, although Bio-Sciences shows a 

strong preference for Pattern Recognition while Government labs cover the entire range of potential 

options.  

▪ No category was wholly committed to a single machine learning requirement and only two of the 

entries here rise above 60 percent.  

▪ Commercial analytics stands alone as the most interested in Reinforced Learning requirements. 

Even then, that interest is equally spilt across Unsupervised Learning, Reinforced Learning, and 

Pattern Recognition.  

▪ CAE shows the strongest preference for Semi-Supervised Learning.  

Table 22 

SHORT VERSION: Algorithms/Analytics Requirements: Machine Learning 

Application Area 
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BIO-SCIENCES  10% 10% 10% 70% 

CAE: PRODUCT DESIGN  67% 33%   

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING      

COMMERCIAL ANALYTICS 33%   33% 33% 

DEFENSE      

ECONOMICS/ FINANCIAL 30% 10%   60% 

GOVERNMENT LAB 30% 22% 26% 4% 17% 

MECHANICAL DESIGN      

WEATHER/ CLIMATE      

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Algorithm Requirements for Analytics: Numeric Optimization 

Definitions for Analytics Tables 

Definitions for the column labels are as follows: 
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Numeric Optimization: these algorithms are designed to find an ideal value for a function, i.e., a value 

for which maximization and minimization are equivalent. An ideal value can greatly reduce computer 

time-to-solution and memory use.  

▪ Continuous – in this form of optimization, the variables chosen for a function are continuous, that 

is, there are no gaps between them. 

▪ Discrete – here the variables chosen for a function are discontinuous, that is, they cover only a 

limited range of values, such as all integers. 

▪ Stochastic – here the variables in the optimization procedure are random.  

As can be seen in Table 23, experts were asked to select their most critical numeric optimizations, and 

in general the results were widely scattered across and within categories, with continuous, discrete, and 

stochastic methods selected in 15, 12 and 8 subcategories, respectively. It is interesting to note that in 

most cases, few respondents limited their preferences to only one optimization requirement.  

▪ Indeed, in almost all cases except for business intelligence, experts within each subcategory 

selected two or even three of the provided choices.   

▪ The Bio-Sciences category was quite divided. Sectors such as genomics, proteomics, and drug 

discovery used a mix of numerical optimizations, while others such as agricultural research and 

precision medicine selected none.  

▪ Similarities across subcategories emerged as well. For example, molecular modeling and 

pricing exotic instruments in Finance/ Economics both expressed an equal reliance on all three 

optimization options. Likewise, climate research and high-frequency trading experts both opted 

for continuous and discrete optimization.  

Table 23 

Algorithms/Analytics Requirements: Numeric Optimization 

Application Area Continuous Discrete Stochastic 

BIO-SCIENCES    

Genomics 50% 50%  

Proteomics 50% 50%  

Drug Discovery 50% 50%  

Bioinformatics 25% 25% 50% 

Agricultural Research    

Epidemiology/Public Health    

Precision Medicine    

CAE: PRODUCT DESIGN    

Structural Analysis 50% 25% 25% 

Fluid-Structure Analysis    

Noise, Vibration, Harshness    

Crashworthiness    
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Table 23 

Algorithms/Analytics Requirements: Numeric Optimization 

Application Area Continuous Discrete Stochastic 

Environmental Friendliness    

Materials Science    

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING    

Molecular Modeling 33% 33% 33% 

COMMERCIAL ANALYTICS    

Fraud/Anomaly Detection    

Affinity Marketing    

Business Intelligence 100%   

Revenue Protection    

Complex Pricing    

DEFENSE    

Surveillance/Signal Processing 50% 50%  

Encryption    

Communications & Intelligence    

Anti-Terrorism    

ECONOMICS/FINANCIAL    

Portfolio Optimization 25%  75% 

Pricing Exotic Instruments 33% 33% 33% 

Global Risk Management 75%  25% 

High Frequency Trading 67% 33%  

GOVERNMENT LAB    

Scientific Research 25% 50% 25% 

Industrial Partnering 29% 43% 29% 

Law Enforcement    

MECHANICAL DESIGN    

3D Wireframe    

WEATHER/CLIMATE    

Climate Research 67% 33%  

Source: Hyperion, 2016 
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Table 24 is a summarized (collapsed) version of Table 23. This table shows that the overall preference 

was for continuous optimization requirements, followed by discrete, and then stochastic techniques. 

However, the wide diversity of preferences across categories is clear, as almost all options were selected 

less than 50% of the time within any major category.   

▪ Commercial Analytics and Weather/ Climate are the only two exceptions, with both selecting 

continuous optimization as their majority selection.  

▪ At this level of aggregation, the requirements of the Bio-Sciences and CAE product design 

categories appear similar.  

Table 24 

SHORT VERSION: Algorithms/Analytics Requirements: Numeric Optimization 

Application Area Continuous Discrete Stochastic 

BIO-SCIENCES 40% 40% 20% 

CAE: PRODUCT DESIGN 50% 25% 25% 

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 33% 33% 33% 

COMMERCIAL ANALYTICS 100%   

DEFENSE 50% 50%  

ECONOMICS/ FINANCIAL 50% 14% 36% 

GOVERNMENT LAB 26% 47% 26% 

MECHANICAL DESIGN    

WEATHER/ CLIMATE 67% 33%  

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Algorithm Requirements for Analytics: Data Mining, Simulation 

Definitions for Analytics Tables 

Definitions for the column labels are as follows: 

Data Mining: is about extracting useful information from large volumes of data. 

▪ Query Processing – involves extracting information from a database without changing the 

database. 
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▪ Pattern Recognition – as noted earlier, here the computer is trained to identify new visual 

patterns (e.g., images, human faces, or alphabetical characters) or sounds (e.g., natural 

language) based on the similarity to images or sounds with which the computer has been made 

familiar. 

▪ Network Analysis – this involves identifying and evaluating the relationships within a group of 

entities, using tools such as graph analytics, semantic analysis, and others. The entities in 

question can range widely, from members of a social media network to people infected by a 

disease to cells within a human organ.  

Simulation: is the process of modeling the behavior of physical or quasi-physical phenomena on a 

computer, by using algorithms to exploit the known science applicable to that behavior.  

▪ Time Series Analysis – here we borrow the Wikipedia definition: A time series is a series of data 

points indexed (or listed or graphed) in time order. Most commonly, a time series is a sequence 

taken at successive equally spaced points in time. Examples of time series are heights of ocean 

tides, counts of sunspots, and the daily closing value of the Dow Jones Industrial Average. 

▪ Agent-based analysis uses a microscale model that simulates the simultaneous operations and 

interactions of multiple agents in an attempt to re-create and predict the appearance of complex 

phenomena. Agent-based modeling has been used extensively, among others, in biology, 

including the analysis of the spread of epidemics, the threat of bio warfare, and biological 

applications including population dynamics, vegetation ecology, and landscape diversity,   

As can be seen in Table 25, survey respondents indicated that the two most important requirements for 

mining in their areas of HPC expertise were query processing and pattern recognition.  

▪ In the main, the Bio-Sciences categories cited both data mining techniques as important and 

offered a similar preference pattern across many of the subcategories, while commercial 

analytics favored pattern recognition, and Economics/ Finance favored query processing.  

▪ CAE showed almost no predilections for data mining requirements in general.  

▪ As expected, the Government Lab category showed its typical broad and comprehensive 

preferences spanning all options.  

For the two options for simulation requirements, time series analysis for simulation was preferred more 

often, although some subcategories, such as complex pricing and industrial partnering, indicated a 

reliance on both simulation techniques.   

▪ Fraud detection was the only subcategory that used agent-based modeling exclusively as its 

simulation paradigm.  
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Table 25  

Algorithms Requirements: Data Mining and Simulation 

 Data Mining Simulation 

Application Area Query 

Processing 

Pattern 

Recognition 

Network 

Analysis 

Agent-Based Time Series 

Analysis 

BIO-SCIENCES      

Genomics 43% 43% 14%   

Proteomics  100%    

Drug Discovery 50% 50%    

Bioinformatics 43% 29% 14%  14% 

Agricultural Research 100%     

Epidemiology/Public 

Health 

 50%   50% 

Precision Medicine 100%     

CAE: PRODUCT 

DESIGN 

     

Structural Analysis      

Fluid-Structure Analysis      

Noise, Vibration, 

Harshness 

     

Crashworthiness      

Environmental 

Friendliness 

     

Materials Science     100% 

CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING 

     

Molecular Modeling     100% 

COMMERCIAL 

ANALYTICS 

     

Fraud/Anomaly 

Detection 

50%  50% 100%  

Affinity Marketing  100%    

Business Intelligence 33% 33%   33% 

Revenue Protection  33% 67%   

Complex Pricing    50% 50% 

DEFENSE      

Surveillance/Signal 

Processing 

 100%    

Encryption      

Communications & 

Intelligence 
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Table 25  

Algorithms Requirements: Data Mining and Simulation 

 Data Mining Simulation 

Application Area Query 

Processing 

Pattern 

Recognition 

Network 

Analysis 

Agent-Based Time Series 

Analysis 

Anti-Terrorism  50% 50%   

ECONOMICS/FINANCI

AL 

     

Portfolio Optimization 50%    50% 

Pricing Exotic 

Instruments 

100%     

Global Risk 

Management 

57% 14%   29% 

High Frequency Trading 100%     

GOVERNMENT LAB      

Scientific Research 35% 26% 26% 4% 8% 

Industrial Partnering 17% 50%  17% 17% 

Law Enforcement  33% 33%  33% 

MECHANICAL DESIGN      

3D Wireframe    50% 50% 

WEATHER/CLIMATE      

Climate Research     100% 

 Source: Hyperion, 2016 

 

Table 26 is a summarized version of Table 25.  When viewed at the main domain category level, all 

three options for data mining were deemed critical within some categories, such as Bio-Sciences, 

Commercial Analytics, Economic/ Finance and Government Labs, while five of the nine categories 

examined (CAE, Chemical Engineering, Defense, Mechanical Design and Weather) had no critical 

requirements for data mining.  

For simulation options, the widespread requirements for time-series analysis became more marked, with 

a notable heavy reliance by the CAE and Chemical Engineering categories.  
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TABLE 26  

SHORT VERSION: Algorithms Requirements: Data Mining and 

Simulation 

 Data Mining Simulations 

Application Area Query 

Processing 

Pattern 

Recognition 

Network 

Analysis 

Agent-Based Time Series 

Analysis 

BIO-SCIENCES 43% 38% 10%  10% 

CAE: PRODUCT 

DESIGN 

    100% 

CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING 

    100% 

COMMERCIAL 

ANALYTICS 

16% 26% 26% 16% 16%% 

DEFENSE  67% 33%   

ECONOMICS/ 

FINANCIAL 

53% 6%  16% 25% 

GOVERNMENT LAB 24% 35% 19% 8% 14% 

MECHANICAL DESIGN    50% 50% 

WEATHER/ CLIMATE     100% 

 Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

FINDINGS: HARDWARE, SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE, ACCELERATORS, AND STORAGE  

General Hardware Requirements  

As can be seen in Table 27, when the experts were asked to pick their top three choices for general 

hardware requirements, the most frequent selections were processors (selected 20 times) memory (15 

times) and storage live (nine times). This preference hierarchy was widely represented across most of 

the categories examined.   

▪ It is important to note that when looking at total mentions (regardless of importance level), 

accelerators and interconnects appeared in about half of all the subcategories, although neither 

appeared as most critical except in a handful of subcategories: two defense-related 

subcategories for accelerators, and climate research for interconnects. 

▪ Archival storage concerns appeared across the board but were seldom considered critical. 
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▪ A few sectors, specifically public health and law enforcement, did weigh in on requirements for 

on premise computer operation, likely due to their unique legal and other regulatory 

requirements rather than for scientific or technical reasons alone.  

▪ Requirements for cloud capabilities were cited by only a few respondents as critical, particularly 

in the Economic /Financial categories.  

▪ Law enforcement and anti-terrorism were the only categories in the entire set that did not list 

processors as one of the top three critical hardware requirements, while Epidemiology/Public 

Health was the only subcategory that did not list memory as a top three hardware requirement. 

 

TABLE 27 

General Hardware Requirements by Application Area 

Application Area 
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BIO-SCIENCES         

Genomics 21% 16% 21% 11% 16% 5%  11% 

Proteomics 33% 17% 33%  17%    

Drug Discovery 33% 17% 33%  17%    

Bioinformatics 23% 15% 23% 8% 15%  8% 8% 

Agricultural Research 33%  33%  33%    

Epidemiology/Public 

Health 

33%    33%  33%  

Precision Medicine 22% 11% 33% 11% 22%    

CAE: PRODUCT DESIGN         

Structural Analysis 22% 11% 33% 22% 11%    

Fluid-Structure Analysis 33%  17% 17% 17%   17% 

Noise, Vibration, 

Harshness 

33%  33%  33%    

Crashworthiness 43% 14% 29%  14%    

Environmental 

Friendliness 

50%  50%      

Materials Science 33%  33%  33%    

CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING 

        

Molecular Modeling 100%        

COMMERCIAL 

ANALYTICS 

        

Fraud/Anomaly Detection 22% 11% 11% 11% 11% 11% 11% 11% 
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TABLE 27 

General Hardware Requirements by Application Area 

Application Area 
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Affinity Marketing 33%  33%  33%    

Business Intelligence 25% 8% 25% 17% 8%  17%  

Revenue Protection 17% 17% 17% 17% 17%   17% 

Complex Pricing 33%  17% 17% 17%  17%  

DEFENSE         

Surveillance/Signal 

Processing 

33% 33% 17% 17%     

Communications & 

Intelligence 

25%  50% 25%     

Anti-Terrorism  33% 33%  33%    

ECONOMICS/FINANCIAL         

Portfolio Optimization 35% 15% 30% 5% 5% 5%  5% 

Pricing Exotic Instruments 40%  20% 20%    20% 

Global Risk Management 35% 4% 22% 13% 4% 9% 9% 4% 

High Frequency Trading 33% 22% 22% 11% 11%    

GOVERNMENT LAB         

Scientific Research 25% 21% 29% 8% 13%  4%  

Industrial Partnering 33% 11% 33% 11% 11%    

Law Enforcement   33%  33%  33%  

MECHANICAL DESIGN         

3D Wireframe 33%  33%  33%    

WEATHER/CLIMATE         

Climate Research 33%  33% 33%     

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Table 28 is a summarized version of Table 27 and shows that the priorities for processors, memory, and 

live storage (in that sequence) still obtain. In addition, some similarities across categories also emerged, 

such as the same general preferences expressed by the Bio-Sciences and Government lab categories.  
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▪ The broad, similar mix for the Commercial Analytics and Economic/Finance categories became 

apparent.  

▪ It is striking however, that given this broad range of hardware choices, few experts selected a 

preference for data center location as a priority, and when they did the results were relatively 

mixed between on premise and public cloud-based.  

TABLE 28 

SHORT VERSION: General Hardware Requirements by Application Area 
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BIO-SCIENCES 25% 14% 25% 7% 19% 2% 3% 5% 

CAE: PRODUCT 

DESIGN 

33% 7% 30% 10% 17%   3% 

CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING 

100%        

COMMERCIAL 

ANALYTICS 

25% 8% 19% 14% 14% 3% 11% 6% 

DEFENSE 23% 23% 31% 15% 8%    

ECONOMICS/ 

FINANCIAL 

35% 11% 25% 11% 5% 5% 4% 5% 

GOV LAB 25% 17% 31% 8% 14%  6%  

MECHANICAL 

DESIGN 

33%  33%  33%    

WEATHER/ CLIMATE 33%  33% 33%     

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Architectural System Requirements  

As seen in Table 29, when asked about a wide range of options for system’s architecture, the two main 

selections were clusters and massively parallel processing (MPP) systems.  

▪ The Bio-Sciences sector was divided on which architecture was best suited for their workloads: 

some preferred clusters, some MPPs, and a few cited both.  

▪ The Commercial Analytics domain showed a strong preference for MPPs over all other options. 
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▪ Shared memory systems were cited by only a few categories, but when cited they were 

considered by some, such as the subcategories in the Defense sector, as being most critical.  

▪ Likewise, desktops, despite their small number of mentions, were deemed as most critical in the 

material science and 3-D wire frame subcategories.  

▪ Few considered either public or private clouds as a critical architectural requirement except for 

a concentrated interest in the Economics/Financial category.  

TABLE 29 

Architectural System Requirements by Application Area 

Application Area Desktop 

Only 

Cluster Shared 

Memory 

System 

Massively 

Parallel 

Processing 

System 

Public 

Cloud 

Private 

Cloud 

Other 

BIO-SCIENCES        

Genomics  43% 14% 43%    

Proteomics   50% 50%    

Drug Discovery  50%  50%    

Bioinformatics  40%  40%   20% 

Agricultural Research  100%      

Epidemiology/Public 

Health 

 100%      

Precision Medicine  33%  67%    

CAE: PRODUCT DESIGN        

Structural Analysis  67%     33% 

Fluid-Structure Analysis  50%  50%    

Noise, Vibration, 

Harshness 

100%       

Crashworthiness 33% 33%  33%    

Environmental Friendliness  100%      

Materials Science 100%       

CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING 

       

Molecular Modeling  100%      

COMMERCIAL 

ANALYTICS 

       

Fraud/Anomaly Detection    100%    

Affinity Marketing    100%    

Business Intelligence  25%  75%    

Revenue Protection  100%      
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TABLE 29 

Architectural System Requirements by Application Area 

Application Area Desktop 

Only 

Cluster Shared 

Memory 

System 

Massively 

Parallel 

Processing 

System 

Public 

Cloud 

Private 

Cloud 

Other 

Complex Pricing   50% 50%    

DEFENSE        

Surveillance/Signal 

Processing 

 50%  50%    

Communications & 

Intelligence 

  100%     

Anti-Terrorism   100%     

ECONOMICS/FINANCIAL        

Portfolio Optimization  29% 14% 14% 14% 29%  

Pricing Exotic Instruments    50% 50%   

Global Risk Management  50%   13% 38%  

High Frequency Trading 33% 33% 33%     

GOVERNMENT LAB        

Scientific Research  13% 38% 50%    

Industrial Partnering  33%  67%    

Law Enforcement      100%  

MECHANICAL DESIGN        

3D Wireframe 100%       

WEATHER/CLIMATE        

Climate Research  100%      

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

As shown Table 30, which is a summarized version of Table 29, there was a relatively even split between 

clusters and MPPs. 

▪ The Economics/Financial domain displayed the broadest architectural preference, as well as a 

standout preference for cloud-based systems.  

▪ Defense and Government labs display a similar preference pattern, particularly their common 

requirement for shared memory systems. 

▪ Uniquely, the Weather/Climate experts displayed a clear preference for clustered systems.  
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TABLE 30 

SHORT VERSION: Architectural System Requirements by Application Area 

Vertical Desktop 

Only 

Cluster Shared 

Memory 

System 

Massively Parallel 

Processing 

System 

Public 

Cloud 

Private 

Cloud 

Other 

BIO-SCIENCES  43% 10% 43%   5% 

CAE: PRODUCT 

DESIGN 

27% 45%  18%   9% 

CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING 

 100%      

COMMERCIAL 

ANALYTICS 

 25% 8% 67%    

DEFENSE  20% 60% 20%    

ECONOMICS/ 

FINANCIAL 

5% 35% 10% 10% 15% 25%  

GOVERNMENT 

LAB 

 17% 25% 50%  8%  

MECHANICAL 

DESIGN 

100%       

WEATHER/ 

CLIMATE 

 100%      

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Accelerator Hardware Requirements  

As can be seen in Table 31, when asked about critical hardware accelerator requirements, the surveyed 

experts most often mentioned Nvidia GPUs, followed by Intel Xeon Phi, and then FPGAs. Nine 

subcategories contained a requirement for “Other," offering the potential for further examination.  

▪ For many subcategories, such as the CAE and Defense sectors, experts' accelerator 

requirements were generally split between Nvidia GPUs and Intel Phi. CAE had the most 

subcategories that selected Nvidia GPU as their sole accelerator requirement. 

▪ Only one subcategory in the entire study selected Intel Phi as itsr exclusive accelerator 

requirement: complex pricing.  

▪ The Economics/Financial and Scientific Research subcategory of Government Labs expressed 

a broad preference for every accelerator option.  
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TABLE 31 

Hardware Accelerator Requirements by Application Area 

Application Area NVIDIA GPUs Intel PHI FPGA Other None 

BIO-SCIENCES      

Genomics 40% 20% 20% 10% 10% 

Proteomics 50%  50%   

Drug Discovery   100%   

Bioinformatics 40%  20%  40% 

Agricultural Research    100%  

Epidemiology/Public Health     100% 

Precision Medicine 75%  25%   

CAE: PRODUCT DESIGN      

Structural Analysis 50% 33% 17%   

Fluid-Structure Analysis 33% 33%   33% 

Noise, Vibration, Harshness 100%     

Crashworthiness 60% 40%    

Environmental Friendliness 100%     

Materials Science 100%     

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING      

Molecular Modeling     100% 

COMMERCIAL ANALYTICS      

Fraud/Anomaly Detection 25% 50% 25%   

Affinity Marketing     100% 

Business Intelligence 17% 33% 17% 17% 17% 

Revenue Protection 50% 25% 25%   

Complex Pricing  100%    

DEFENSE      

Surveillance/Signal Processing 29% 29% 29% 14%  

Communications & Intelligence 33% 33% 17% 17%  

Anti-Terrorism 50% 50%    

ECONOMICS/FINANCIAL      

Portfolio Optimization 27% 40% 20% 7% 7% 
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TABLE 31 

Hardware Accelerator Requirements by Application Area 

Application Area NVIDIA GPUs Intel PHI FPGA Other None 

Pricing Exotic Instruments 25% 25% 25%  25% 

Global Risk Management 29% 43% 14% 7% 7% 

High Frequency Trading 25% 38% 13% 25%  

GOVERNMENT LAB      

Scientific Research 40% 27% 13% 13% 7% 

Industrial Partnering 50% 25%   25% 

Law Enforcement     100% 

MECHANICAL DESIGN      

3D Wireframe 100%     

WEATHER/CLIMATE      

Climate Research 33% 33% 33%   

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Table 32, a summarized version of Table 31, showed preferences for Nvidia GPUs, Intel Phi, and 

FPGAs, in that order. However, with only a few exceptions, the bulk of those surveyed had a wide range 

of accelerator requirements. Seven of the nine categories chose at least three different accelerator 

requirement options. 

▪ Chemical Engineering was the only category that did not select any accelerator 

requirement, while Mechanical Design selected only Nvidia GPUs.  

▪ At this summarized level, the accelerator requirements for the Defense and Government 

labs categories were relatively similar.  
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TABLE 32 

SHORT VERSION: Hardware Accelerator Requirements by Application Area 

Vertical NVIDIA GPUs Intel PHI FPGA Other None 

BIO-SCIENCES 40% 8% 28% 8% 16% 

CAE: PRODUCT DESIGN 59% 29% 6%  6% 

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING     100% 

COMMERCIAL ANALYTICS 24% 41% 18% 6% 12% 

DEFENSE 33% 33% 20% 13%  

ECONOMICS/ FINANCIAL 27% 39% 17% 10% 7% 

GOVERNMENT LAB 40% 25% 10% 10% 15% 

MECHANICAL DESIGN 100%     

WEATHER/ CLIMATE 33% 33% 33%   

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

Storage Hardware Requirements  

When asked about storage hardware requirements (Table  33), internal storage systems were selected 

overwhelming as the most critical, chosen by 24 of the 33 subcategories.  

▪ Indeed, 10 subcategories selected it as their only storage requirement, led by CAE and Defense. 

The second most popular requirement, chosen 15 times, was for near-line storage, with a heavy 

concentration in the Bio-sciences and Economics/Financial categories.  

▪ Three subcategories, Epidemiology/Public Health, Revenue Protection, and Law Enforcement, 

chose near-line storage as their sole storage requirement.  

The offline disk storage option was selected four times, but concentrated primarily in the Economics/ 

Financial category.  

The offline tape storage option was selected only once, in the structural analysis subcategory. and even 

then it was not considered a high-priority requirement.   
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TABLE 33 

Storage Hardware Requirements by Application Area 

Application Area Internal system 

storage 

Offline disk 

storage 

Offline tape 

storage 

Near line 

storage 

Active 

archiving 

BIO-SCIENCES      

Genomics 33%   33% 33% 

Proteomics 50%   50%  

Drug Discovery    50% 50% 

Bioinformatics 33%   67%  

Agricultural Research      

Epidemiology/Public Health    100%  

Precision Medicine 100%     

CAE: PRODUCT DESIGN      

Structural Analysis 33%  33% 33%  

Fluid-Structure Analysis 100%     

Noise, Vibration, Harshness 100%     

Crashworthiness 100%     

Environmental Friendliness  100%    

Materials Science 100%     

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING      

Molecular Modeling 100%     

COMMERCIAL ANALYTICS      

Fraud/Anomaly Detection 67%    33% 

Affinity Marketing 100%     

Business Intelligence 75%   25%  

Revenue Protection    100%  

Complex Pricing 100%     

DEFENSE      

Surveillance/Signal Processing 50%    50% 

Communications & Intelligence 100%     

Anti-Terrorism 100%     

ECONOMICS/FINANCIAL      

Portfolio Optimization 57% 14%  29%  
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TABLE 33 

Storage Hardware Requirements by Application Area 

Application Area Internal system 

storage 

Offline disk 

storage 

Offline tape 

storage 

Near line 

storage 

Active 

archiving 

Pricing Exotic Instruments  50%  50%  

Global Risk Management 50% 25%  13% 13% 

High Frequency Trading 50%   50%  

GOVERNMENT LAB      

Scientific Research 57%   43%  

Industrial Partnering 67%   33%  

Law Enforcement    100%  

MECHANICAL DESIGN      

3D Wireframe 100%     

WEATHER/CLIMATE      

Climate Research 100%     

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

Table 34 is a summarized version of Table 35. Here the overall emphasis on internal storage system 

requirements becomes more apparent. It was chosen within every major category, and three of the nine 

categories identified it as their sole storage requirement.  

▪ Conversely, offline tape was chosen within only one category (CAE) and offline disk by only two 

(CAE and Economics).  

▪ It is worth noting, however, that the Bio-Sciences category's most often selected requirement 

was near-line storage, the only category where internal systems storage was not the most 

popular option.   
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TABLE 34 

SHORT VERSION: Storage Hardware Requirements by Application Area 

Vertical Internal system 

storage 

Offline disk 

storage 

Offline tape 

storage 

Near line 

storage 

Active 

archiving 

BIO-SCIENCES 38%   44% 19% 

CAE: PRODUCT 

DESIGN 

70% 10% 10% 10%  

CHEMICAL 

ENGINEERING 

100%     

COMMERCIAL 

ANALYTICS 

67%   25% 8% 

DEFENSE 80%    20% 

ECONOMICS/ 

FINANCIAL 

47% 21%  26% 5% 

GOVERNMENT 

LAB 

55%   45%  

MECHANICAL 

DESIGN 

100%     

WEATHER/ 

CLIMATE 

100%     

Source: Hyperion Research 2018 

 

KEY CHALLENGES 

Challenges Facing HPDA Users 

Hyperion see these important challenges facing HPDA users and their management teams today: 

▪ Taking the final step—translating the table data into the user's own context. For this study, 

Hyperion collected a large and diverse data set and organized it into the series of tables 

contained in this report. The tables are designed to enable users to zero in on the data that is 

most relevant for addressing the HPDA problems they are working with. But because every 

user's work context is different, users will need to perform a final step of translating the relevant 

data into their own contexts. For example, a genomics expert working in a government lab may 

be subject to rules and procedures that are quite different from those that apply to a genomics 

expert in a pharmaceutical company. In either case, the user needs to interpret the table data in 
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light of his/her own work environment. This act of translation may be easy or more difficult. In 

the latter case, the user may want to consult with others. 

▪ Dealing with the lack of standard metrics. In-depth surveys Hyperion conducted revealed 

considerable frustration on the part of HPDA vendors at the lack of standard metrics for these 

workloads in this early-stage market. Faced with this "Wild West" situation, vendors must often 

spend 3-4 weeks reaching agreement with each prospective client on what would constitute 

satisfactory results. The same lack of widely accepted standard benchmarks also makes it 

difficult for HPDA technology buyers and for users who want to share results within their own 

organizations or more broadly.  

▪ The "two cultures" problem. One of the biggest barriers across all of HPC is the C. P. Snow "two 

cultures" problem, where in the case of HPC you have computer scientists and domain scientists 

trying to communicate with each other using different languages.  In the field of drug discovery, 

for example, you might have HPC vendors talking about integer or floating-point operations per 

second, while the buyers and users want to hear about anti-cancer candidate molecules or 

microcalcifications evaluated per second.  In most cases, vendors will need to meet users more 

than halfway to be successful. 

▪ Keeping Pace with HPDA Market Developments. HPDA users in all market segments should 

expect this formative market to evolve quickly over the next decade. Every major automaker in 

the world has long relied on supercomputers for vehicle design, and HPC systems have been 

used to help manage urban traffic congestion at least since the early 1990s. It should therefore 

come as no surprise that automakers today are relying on HPC to help design tomorrow's 

driverless vehicles and—even more challenging—the highly responsive, data-intensive traffic 

environments they will need to operate in. Extend that application in scope and you can begin 

to see the crucial roles HPC is expected to play in the Internet of Things (IoT). Beyond mere 

traffic management, HPC will be used to manage major functions in tomorrow's smart cities, 

especially smart power grids and smart buildings. No other technology is designed to handle 

the extreme data volumes and communications rates needed for these functions. HPC also 

promises to play an important role in advancing cognitive computing and its future culmination 

in artificial intelligence (AI)—the variety that passes the Turing test.  

Synopsis 

The present study is, to our knowledge, the first effort to create a comprehensive taxonomy of HPDA 

problem types and the preferred algorithm(s) for addressing each type. The study goes beyond this to 

characterize each problem type (application), along with its hardware and software requirements, and 

to identify the important attributes of each algorithm type associated with the problem.  

What is this important? Because algorithms embodying mathematical models are the main intellectual 

capital and competitive weaponry for advanced analytics in the commercial, academic, and government 

sectors. Hyperion defines advanced analytics problems as those that need high performance computing 

(HPC) resources to run effectively. We call this global market high performance data analysis, or HPDA.  

With the help of well-known experts, this special study created a notional taxonomy of HPDA algorithms 

and inserted them into a large matrix that pairs them with the applications users preferentially employ 

them for. The study captures detailed information on the hardware-software requirements of the 

applications and on the attributes of the algorithms. The study report aims to serve users, especially 

non-HPC specialists, as a kind of reference manual for matching their problems to relevant algorithm 

attributes and types. Hyperion believes that a reference tool of this kind is particularly valuable in the 

HPDA market, which is still formative and does not yet have standard definitions, approaches, and 

metrics.  
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